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An effective mechanism is described for the formation of hydrogen mesic molecules. It con
sists of dipole transitions from S -wave repulsive states to the K = 1 rotational level with 
energy transfer to a conversion electron. The calculations give 1.5 x 106 sec-t for the prob
ability of formation of a mesic molecule (PP)t in liquid hydrogen. The process under con
sideration is relevant to the meson catalysis of the p + d nuclear reaction as well as to the 
iJ- + p - n + v process in liquid hydrogen. 

THE formation of iJ -mesic hydrogen molecules 
is of interest in the theory of iJ -mesonic cataly
sis1 of nuclear reactions for two reasons. First, 
the yield of the nuclear reaction depends on the 
probability of formation of mesic molecules since 
the mesic molecules are the initial stage for the 
nuclear reaction. Second, formation of the mesic 
molecule ( pp ) t (as well as the decay of the iJ -
meson) depletes the supply of iJ mesons avail
able for catalysing the nuclear reactions; this 
explains the dependence of the reaction yield on 
the concentration of deuterium. The formation 
of ( pp >t is also of interest in the study of the 
elementary interaction (pn!JV), which is one of 
the more important problems in the theory of 
weak interactions. It has been shown2 that the 
probability of formation of mesic molecules can 
be considerably increased by the resonance phe
nomena if the transition is from an initial state 
(in which the meson function is ~g and the nu
clei are in a relative S state) to an excited vi
brational level of the mesic molecule with K = 0 
(a 0-0 transition). However, even in this case 
the probability of formation of mesic molecules 
during the iJ -meson lifetime is not more than 
30 to 40%.* 

A rather effective mechanism, as was already 
noted, 4 for the formation of mesic molecules from 
various nuclei is provided by electric dipole tran-

*We note that in reference 3 the probability for formation of 
mesic molecules in 0 - 0 transitions is overestimated by three 
orders of magnitude in comparison with reference 2. In calcu
lating the Coulomb interaction (D. 6) Jackson' stopped at the 
first term, independent of the mesic molecule coordinates, 
which would give a transition probability of exactly zero if 
the orthogonality of the initial and final state wave functions 
were taken into account. The calculation (D.6) in higher orders 
would give, as it should for a 0-0 transition, leirt 
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sitions to the rotational K = 1 level accompanied 
by electron conversion. 

The dipole moment of the mesic ion relative to 
its center of mass (this is necessary since the 
total charge is different from zero) is 

where R = R:! - R1, r 1 = r - Rto r 2 = r - R:!; 
R1, R:!, r are the coordinates of the nuclei and 

(1) 

the iJ meson, M2 and M1 are the nuclear masses. 
The computation of the probability of formation 

of mesic molecules with transfer of the binding 
energy to the electron of the hydrogen atom is 
analogous to the computation of the probability of 
internal conversion in nuclear transitions since 
the dimension of a mesic molecule is small com
pared to atomic dimensions. Taking the exact hy
drogenic Coulomb functions for the electron wave 
function in the initial and final states (neglecting 
the fact that the mesic atom combines with a pro
ton, which in turn is bound in a normal H2 mole
cule ) and integrating over the electron coordinates 
and the direction of electron emission, we obtain 
for the probability of formation of the mesic mole-
cule 

where 

N = 4.2 x 1022 is the number of nuclei in cm3, ae 
the Bohr radius, and v e the electron velocity. The 
integral in (2) is written in mesic atom units ( e = 1, 
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FIG. 1. The potential Eu (R) in the repulsive ~u state 
(from reference 5)- curve 1. The effective potential in the ~u 
state including the corrections (computed in reference 6) due 
to nuclear motion, for protons - curve 2, for deuterons - curve 
3. Values of the approximating exponential: 0 - V u = 1.850 
e1 ' 026 R (for protons), •- Vu = 2.017 e"0 ' 873 R (for deuterons). 
(E and R in mesic atom units). 

ti = 1, mi-L = 1 ) assuming that 'i'mol is normalized 
to unit probability density in the incident wave. The 
summation in (2) is over all possible final states 
of the mesic molecule. 

The first term in the expression (1) for the di
pole moment (it is nonzero for different nuclei 
only, e.g., for the (pd)t mesic molecule) takes 
part only in transitions in which the parity of the 
meson function is unchanged (Eg- Eg)· The sec
ond term, whose role in conversion has not been 
considered previously,* is relevant for different 
[ (pd)t, (dt)t, (pt)t] as well as for identical 
nuclei [ (PP)t, (dd)it, (tt)tJ and gives rise to 
transitions of the type Eu - E g· 

An approximate analytic expression may be 
given for 'i'~01 and 'i'g}01 in the case of identi
cal nuclei. 

The initial state wave function, corresponding 
to a dissociated mesic molecule, is of the form 

mU> f ( R) " (R ) I mol= ~""u , rl, f2 • (3) 

The relative motion of the nuclei is described 
by an S wave, since formation of mesic mole
cules takes place only after mesic atoms have 
been slowed down to thermal velocities. The 
function f ( R) is determined from the Schrodinger 
equation with a known repulsive potential Eu ( R). 
The numerical values of Eu ( R), 5 including cor
rections ~Eu which take into account the motion 

*It has been mentioned in radiative transitions. 2 

of the nuclei accurate to terms of order "' mi-L /M, 6 

may be approximated by an exponential in the re
gion R of interest in this problem (see Fig. 1 ): 

(4) 

The Schrodinger equation with the potential (4) 
may be transformed into the Bessel equation by a 
change of variable. The function f ( R) (including 
normalization) for the energy of relative motion 
tending to zero is of the form 

f (R) = iKo (2Y :B e-~R12) (5) 

[ K0 ( z) is the Bessel function of the third kind, 
M is the mass of one of the nuclei]. f ( R) falls 
off rapidly for small R, and for R 2: 8 it goes 
over into the wave function corresponding to free 
motion. 

The mesic molecule final state wave function, 
corresponding to the rotational K = 1 level, has 
the form 

(6) 

The numerical values of the attractive potential 
Eg ( R) (taken from reference 5) together with 
the corrections ~Eg (calculated in reference 6 ) 
and the centrifugal potential are well approximated 
near the minimum Re by the Morse function 
(Fig. 2) 

(7) 

The solution of the Schrodinger equation for the 
potential (7) gives, in the case of the mesic mole
cule ( pp) t. only one K = 1 level with an energy 
E ~ -109 ev. The corresponding wave function is 
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FIG. 2. Mesic molecule (pp) w Effective potentials in the 
~g state for K = 0 and K = 1 including corrections due to 
nuclear motion. 6 Values of the approximating Morse function 
(7): •- Re = 2.15, D = 0.1055, o: = 0.67; o- Re = 2.62, 
D = 0.065, o: = 0.69, (E and R in mesic atom units). 
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of the form 

(8) 

where 

E 2Y MD- -• <R-Re> V=M£-= --IX- e ; S = IX • 

The deviations of the interaction potential from 
the Morse function (7) at large and small R do not 
substantially affect the magnitude of the energy 
level since in these regions of R the wave function 
is exponentially small.* The influence of these 
deviations on the form of the wave function at 
large R is also insignificant since for R ~ 5, 
e -1}2 is already """ 1, and the wave function cor
responds to free motion: g ( R) "" exp { - R .J - ME }. 

Since f ( R) falls off rapidly for small R only 
the region R > 4 is important in the integral (2). 
The following approximation is good enough for 
such Rt 

where 
S=! ~e-'·e-''d-:=(1 +R+ i 2)e-R. 

Integration in (2) over the p, -meson coordinates 
then gives for the dipole moment matrix element 

<d)gu = -(l-S2)-'I,~j2::-:--::-~j2. 

The integration in (2) over the angles of the 
mesic molecule and the summation over the orbi
tal angular-momentum projections MK is simple 
to carry out. The remaining integral over the 
radial functions is computed easily with the help 
of (3), (5), (6), and (8).t By multiplying (2) by !. 
which represents the probability that the spin wave 
function of the protons is in the state :E u• K = 0 
("ortho-mesic-hydrogen"), we finally obtain for 
the probability of formation of mesic molecules 

(PP)~ 
W = 1.5·106 sec-1 

(i.e., three times the probability for the decay 
p, - e + v + v). Consequently the formation of 
(pp )~ must be considered in the discussion of 
the dependence of the rate of the nuclear reaction 

*The level shift caused by these deviations may be calcu
lated numerically using perturbation theory: i\E = J g'(R) 
(V g- VMorse) dR. 

tWe recall that mesic atom units are being used. 
+We note that the integrand f(R) Rg (R) has, in the case of 

(pp)+ p., a maximum at R "' 8.5; a comparatively good result is 
thus obtained by replacing f (R) and g (R) by their asymptotic 
expressions for large R, and the integration can then be 
carried out analytically. 

p + d - He3 on the concentration of deuterium. 
The qualitative agreement with experiment ob
tained in reference 4 is, however, not upset since 
the cross section for p, -meson capture by deu
terons 7 turns out to be larger than was assumed 
in reference 4.* The probability of formation of 
a deuterium mesic atom in natural hydrogen and 
in hydrogen containing 0.3% deuterium was found 
experimentally1 to be 24 and 80% respectively 
(the calculation gives 44 and 94%). Apparently 
the probability of formation of (pp )~ is even 
greater, or (and) the probability of the exchange 
Pp, + d - dp, + p is less than our calculations in
dicate. 

The probability of formation of the mesic 
molecule (pd )t will be substantially larger than 
the probability of formation of (pp )~ due to tran
sitions :Eg, K = 0 - :Eg. K = 1, caused by the first 
term in the expression (1) for the dipole moment. 
Furthermore, the resonance2 may play a signifi-
cant role if the mesic molecule (pd)t has a vi
brational level close to the energy of the p + dp, 
system infinitely separated; it could lead to an 
increase in the amplitude of the wave function near 
the nuclei. ( The resonance plays no role in the 
repulsive :Eu state.) 

It has been shown8 that, given a quantity of deu
terium sufficient for all mesons to form dp, atoms, 
the number of nuclear reactions would be 0. 36 ± 

0.06 per meson. The measured rate equals 0.36 = 
WtW2/(Wt + W) (W2 + W) where W2 is the prob
ability of formation of the molecule, W 1 the prob
ability of a nuclear reaction in the molecule and 
W the probability of the decay of a p, -meson per 
second. On the other hand, the time dependence 
of the nuclear reaction measured in reference 8 
was given by the difference of two exponentials 
[ exp ( -A2t)- exp ( -A1t)] where At= W1 + W, 
A2 = w2 + w. The experiment gives 0.19 X 106 < 
At< 0.88 X 106; 0.55 X 106 < A2 < 2 X 107• Only 
W2 > 1.4 X 106 and 0.24 X 106 < W1 < 0.43 X 106 

are consistent with the observed reaction proba
bility, which is in agreement with our calculations 
and other experiments. (The second solution W1 

> 1.4 X 106 and 0.24 X 106 < W2 < 0.43 X 106 is 
unreasonable. ) 

The formation of mesic molecules changes the 
conclusions drawn in reference 9 on total polari
zation of neutrons formed in the process 1-t + p -
n + v, since in liquid hydrogen this process pro
ceeds to a large extent from the mesic molecule 
state. In the mesic molecule ( pp) t the K = 1 

*In the final result in reference 7 there is a misprint; the 
actual capture cross section is a"' 6rra~ k,/k,. 
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state is possible only for a parallel spin orienta
tion I= 1 for the two protons ("ortho-mesic
hydrogen"). Owing to fast transitions to the low
est hyperfine-str~cture state9 the initial state of 
the mesic atom is F = 0 and the mesic molecules 
( pp )~ are formed in the K = 1 state with a total 
spin J = Y2, so that the iJ. -meson spin is anti
parallel to both protons. Although the transition 
probability from the metastable "ortho-mesic
hydrogen" state into "para-mesic-hydrogen" is 
small, already in the state with parallel spin pro
tons I = 1 and antiparallel iJ. -meson spin ( J = Y2 ) 

we get the product it · s + i2 • s = - 1 ( it, i2, s are 
the protons and iJ. -meson spins respectively), 
while in the mesic atom we get it · s = -% for 
F = 0 and it · s = Y4 for F = 1. Thus the mesic 
molecule in the ortho-state with spin J = % is 
equivalent to a mixture of atoms consisting of 7 5% 
( F = 0) and 25% ( F = 1 ). In spite of this, owing 
to the interaction between the rotation of the mole
cule and the spins, the K = 1, J = % state is par
tially transformed into the K = 1, J = % state 
(corresponding to a pure F = 1 state). The 
process IJ.- + p ---. n + v in the F = 0 state with
out admixtures of F = 1 can be observed at hy
drogen densities 20 or more times smaller than 
the density of liquid hydrogen.* At that the tran-

*Gaseous hydrogen of that density has a pressure of 40 
atmos at room temperature. 

sition probability in F = 0 state remains suffi
ciently large ( 109 sec-t) and the probability of 
formation of mesic molecules during the meson 
lifetime will be 15% or less. The influence of the 
relative proton - ~J-meson spin orientation on the 
process iJ. + p ---. n + v will be discussed in a sub
sequent note. 
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